FOLDING DOORS CAN BE CONFIGURED WITH AS MANY AS 16 DOOR PANELS (8 LEFT AND 8 RIGHT). MAXIMUM PANEL WIDTH IS 42" AND MAXIMUM PANEL HEIGHT IS 144" (MAX WIDTH & HEIGHT ARE NOT NECESSARILY AVAILABLE IN COMBINATION). SHOWN BELOW ARE A NUMBER OF DIFFERENT OUTSWING CONFIGURATIONS (INSWING FOLDING DOORS ALSO AVAILABLE).

HINGED DOOR HANDLE OPTIONS:
- FSB HANDLE AND DPL.
- SLIM-LINE (DPL ONLY).

NOTES:
- WHEN SLIM-LINE (DPL ONLY) IS SELECTED, DOOR IS NOT ACCESSIBLE FROM OUTSIDE.
- DPL: IF KEYED CYLINDERS ARE SELECTED, CYLINDERS ARE KEYED FROM INSIDE ONLY.
- DOOR/FIELD COMBINATIONS (PONYWALL).
- FUTURE 90° CORNER DOORS.